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The Mathematical Foundation of InformaticsWorld Scientific Publishing, 2002
The first international conference organized in Vietnam, which concerns theoretical computer science, was the ICOMIDC Symposium on Mathematics of Computation, held in Ho Chi Minh City in 1988. For the last years great developments have been made in this areas. Therefore, it had become necessary to organize in Vietnam another international...
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The Computer and the Brain (The Silliman Memorial Lectures Series)Yale University Press, 1979
With a foreword by Paul M. Churchland and Patricia S. ChurchlandThis  book represents the views of one of the greatest mathematicians of the twentieth century  on the analogies between computing machines and the living human brain. John von  Neumann concludes that the brain operates in part digitally, in part analogically, but uses  a peculiar...
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Ajax: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2008
Is Ajax a new technology, or the same old stuff web developers have been using for years? Both, actually. This book demonstrates not only how tried-and-true web standards make Ajax possible, but how these older technologies allow you to give sites a decidedly modern Web 2.0 feel. Ajax: The Definitive Guide explains how to use standards like...
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Automated Planning: Theory & Practice (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Artificial Intelligence)Morgan Kaufmann, 2004
"In recent years, comprehensive texts have been written for several of the other major areas of Artificial Intelligence, including machine learning, natural-language processing, and constraint-satisfaction processing, but until now, the field of planning has been devoid of such a resource, despite the considerable number of advances in and the...
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Get Ready for OpenIDConformix Technologies, 2008
This is the first book written on the OpenID system and it provides comprehensive information to beginners and mid level programmers of OpenID. The book includes topics like: o Introduction to identity management o Creating OpenID identities o Using OpenID to login to web sites o Understanding the OpenID protocol o Structure of OpenID messages o...
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Performance Analysis of Queuing and Computer NetworksCRC Press, 2008
Performance Analysis of Queuing and Computer Networks develops simple models and analytical methods from first principles to evaluate performance metrics of various configurations of computer systems and networks. It presents many concepts and results of probability theory and stochastic processes.
After an introduction to...
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An Introduction to 3D Computer Vision Techniques and AlgorithmsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Computer vision encompasses the construction of integrated vision systems and the application of vision to problems of real-world importance. The process of creating 3D models is still rather difficult, requiring mechanical measurement of the camera positions or manual alignment of partial 3D views of a scene. However using algorithms, it is...
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Plastic Analysis and Design of Steel StructuresButterworth-Heinemann, 2008
Simple introduction to plastic analysis of complex steel structures     

       The plastic analysis method has been used extensively by engineers for designing steel structures. Simpler structures can be analyzed using the basic virtual work formulation, but more complex frames are evaluated with specialist computer software. This new...
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Home Theater For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008

	Overwhelmed with big screen TV and home theater audio options? What do you need to build the perfect home theater experience? Home Theater For Dummies, 3rd Edition shows you how to plan a home theater system and choose components that fit your budget and your room.


	Beginning with the most basic information, this guide...
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The Birth of Satan: Tracing the Devil's Biblical RootsPalgrave Macmillan, 2005
"An informative study of the biblical origins of Satan…With resourceful though never excessive citation, Mobley and Wray make a good job of pinning down the roots of a notoriously protean character."--The Times Literary Supplement




"Let's admit it. Even in a secular age we are all still...
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Encyclopedia of Database SystemsSpringer, 2009
The multi-volume Encyclopedia of Database Systems provides easy access to relevant information on all aspects of very large databases, data management, and database systems. Over 1,400 illustrated essays and definitional entries, organized alphabetically, present basic terminology, concepts, methods and data processing...
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Environmental Principles and Policies: An Interdisciplinary ApproachUniversity of New South Wales, 2006

	This book discusses six major principles of relevance to environmental issues and uses them to evaluate a set of environmental policies. The principles chosen include three that are specific to environmental matters – ecological sustainability, the polluter pays principle and the precautionary principle – and three more that have...
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